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Thriller Story

Its four years later somewhere in California where Porter Verb - Past Tense up from his coma. The nurse

who's monitoring him makes a phone call which is later intercepted by the CIA. The man she described looks a

lot like the man they wanted death four years ago. Then the CIA agent named Proper Noun

Proper Noun reveals a photo of two agents who had to be killed. One was Porter, the other was his former

partner. Only Porter was confirmed death. Porter realizes when his name is unknown to the hospital that he's in

danger when found out that he's still alive. He tries to Verb - Base Form to the nurse about the fact they are

both in life danger but she doesn't listen to him. A few hours later the CIA agent Stewart arrives at the hospital.

When he finally reaches Porter's chamber, he's gone. Porter stumbles to the elevator and gets caught by his nurse

. She cant stop him and Stewart hears them talking. Just before the Noun closes, Stewart shoots the

nurse and she dies in Porters arms. Porter just makes it to an ambulance where he hides. He stays there for some

hours and tries to get full function over his legs and arms again. That same night Porter leaves the hospital in the

car he's in and drives to the address of the owner. He is full of questions since he cant remember much about the

reason why he was in a hospital. Just one day later, his escape is headlining news. But he is Verb - Past 

Tense as a highly dangerous man who will kill if necessary. This leads him to go back to the beginning.

When did all of this start? Porter started again with the kidnapping of his daughter. Nobody was specific of how

she could be taken. As the days came and went, Porter created a timeline of events that could have to do with the

situation. He started with finding old newspapers which his name was attached to. Because of his coma, Porter

couldn't figure out which memories where truth and which where hallucinations about past events created by the

brain.



You know, sometimes our brain creates fake memories because inside each of us we sometimes try hard to

forget some bad memories which involved us. By reading the old news papers, Porter found names, places and

events which confirmed some of his real memories.
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